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1 Introduction
The state space reduction is an important question in Markov process theory and its applications.
Given a Markov process X B pXtqtě0 on a large state space V , one is looking for another Markov
process Y B pYtqtě0 on a much smaller state space W and serving as a “relatively good image” of the
evolution of X. The process Y corresponds to a limited quantity of information that one would like
to extract from X while still providing for a sufficient knowledge about certain characteristics of the
corresponding conditional distributions of the positions of X. Some qualitative features are desirable
in such an approximation/prediction procedure:
(i) The “indicative process” Y takes into account the limited observation chosen to be made on X in
an non-anticipative way: for any t ě 0, to construct the piece of trajectory Yr0,ts, we should only
use what is extracted from X up to time t and maybe some additional independent randomness
(which may require an enlargement of the underlying probability space, from a mathematical
point of view). Furthermore, Yr0,ts is the only information we keep from our partial observations
from Xr0,ts.
(ii) The process pX,Y q B pXt, Ytqtě0 is Markovian, to enable for “online” constructions. It is time-
homogeneous, as all the processes considered here.
(iii) For any t ě 0, knowing the trajectory Yr0,ts, the conditional law of Xt should depend only on Yt,
to avoid the storage of too much information, since this is the objective of state space reduction.
To be quite restrictive, we do not allow either for an explicit dependence on time.
Namely, we want to use some partial observations of X to construct in an adapted way a Markov
process Y whose current value Yt enables to make an “as good as possible” prediction on some aspects
of the position Xt, given that we only observed X through Y . It may looks like filtering theory but
it is different: there, the observation process Y is given and we have to evaluate where is the signal
process X. Here we choose what to observe from X, encapsulated in Y , and it is limited because we
want its state space to be small.
Markov intertwinings meet the above requirements. Initially they were developed by Diaconis and
Fill [3] in a discrete time and finite state space framework. Let us recall the underlying principle in
continuous time, as subsequently extended by Fill [4]. The state spaces V and W are still assumed to
finite and we are given LX the generator of X on V . In the first step, we look for a Markov generator
LY on W and a Markov kernel Λ from W to V such that the following intertwining relation (said
to go from LY to LX) holds
LY Λ “ ΛLX (1)
Ideally, the Markov kernel Λ should be the most “informative” possible, in particular its rank as a
matrix should be minpcardpV q, cardpW qq, which we expect to be cardpW q in the setting of state space
reduction. In the second step, when Y is a Markov process generated by LY and when its initial law
LpY0q satisfies LpY0qΛ “ LpX0q, we construct a coupling of X and Y such that (i), (ii) and (iii) are
satisfied:
@ t ě 0,
$’’&’’%
LpYr0,ts|Xq “ LpYr0,ts|Xr0,tsq
LppX,Y qrt,`8q|pX,Y qr0,tsq “ LppX,Y qrt,`8q|pXt, Ytqq
LpXt|Yr0,tsq “ ΛpYt, ¨q
(2)
where the notation Lp¨|¨q stands for conditional laws.
To illustrate this procedure, let us come back to the historical example of the top-to-random shuffle
due to Aldous and Diaconis [1], in discrete time. The state space is V B SN , the symmetric group on
N cards, and the transition of the Markov chain X B pXnqnPZ` corresponds to taking the top card
and replacing it at a uniformly chosen position in the deck of cards. Here we adopted the notation
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Z` B t0, 1, 2, 3, ...u, while N will stand for t1, 2, 3, ...u. The Markov chain Y B pYnqnPZ` records the
position of the card C which initially was at the bottom of the deck, up to the time when it reaches
the top of the deck (when C is replaced at random in the deck, by convention the current position
of Y is set at 0 and it stays there forever). Thus W “ J0, NK B t0, 1, 2, ..., Nu and for large N P N,
cardpW q “ N ` 1 ! N ! “ cardpV q. In this example, we are interested in the distance in separation of
the distribution of Xn at time n P Z` to the invariant measure, which is the uniform distribution υ on
SN . Knowing the “indicative process” pYmqmPJ0,nK, we have a good idea of the distance in separation of
the conditional distribution of Xn with υ, in particular when Yn “ 0, LpXn|pYmqmPJ0,nK, Yn “ 0q “ υ.
Nevertheless, this example does not convey very well the idea that for the purpose of state space
reduction, we are rather looking for Markov kernels Λ whose probability distributions Λpx, ¨q do not
spread much.
Let us come back to the general situation. Given LX and W, there is usually a lot of Markov
generators LY and Markov kernels Λ such that (1) is satisfied. So we must be a little more quantitative
and wonder about what is a “good intertwining relation”. Note that if ϕ is an eigenfunction associated
to an eigenvalue ´λ P C of LX , then we get LY rψs “ ´λψ with ψ B Λrϕs. Namely, either ψ “ 0 or
ψ is an eigenfunction of LY for the eigenvalue ´λ.
Conversely, assume that V and W are finite and that both the Markov generators LX and LY are
irreducible. Suppose that some part S of the spectrum of LY is included into the spectrum of LX . Here
spectrum has to be understood in an extended sense: it concerns the size of the Jordan block as well
as the value of the eigenvalue, and multiplicity is taken into account. Then the computations of [11]
enable to find a Markov kernel Λ satisfying (1) and such that the image of Λ contains the eigenspace
for LY associated to S. There is a trivial instance of this principle: consider the case S “ t0u, which
is necessarily included into the spectra of LX and LY . Then we can take for Markov kernel Λ the
invariant measure piX associated to X, namely we consider
@ y PW, Λpy, ¨q “ piX
The general case is obtained by perturbation of this trivial situation. In particular, Λ may be quite
small (measured for instance with respect to the image by Λ of the unitary ball of L2ppiXq) and a
problem remains to find the largest possible one.
In the folklore, when λ is an eigenvalue of LX , the smaller (respectively the larger) is |λ|, the more
λ corresponds to global (resp. local) features of the dynamics generated by LX . For instance in the
context of simulated annealing at small temperature, the smallest (non-zero) eigenvalue is directly
related to the largest height of a well not containing a fixed global minima of the underlying potential.
If one wants to summarize such a process with a two-points dynamics, in some sense, one has to cluster
the well with the largest height into a unique point and its complementary set into the other point.
This is the most global aspect of the full dynamics (after the fact that the process does not lose mass,
which corresponds to the eigenvalue zero). The following eigenvalues correspond to secondary features,
see for instance [7] for their geometric description. Another instance of this heuristic is Weyl’s law
on a compact Riemannian manifold whose total volume is one (see e.g. the book of Taylor [14]): the
behavior of the large eigenvalues of the Laplacian mainly depends on dimension of the manifold, since
locally, manifolds of the same dimension all look identical.
The two above examples are somewhat asymptotical (one at small temperature and the other at
large eigenvalues), nevertheless they suggest that if we are interested in the global behavior of the
evolution of X, we should rather look for intertwining relations (1) such that Λ preserves the low lying
part of the spectrum of ´LX (while crushing the eigenspaces corresponding to the remaining high
lying part). The fact that the above examples are reversible (i.e. self-adjoint) is not relevant, it just
insures that the eigenvalues of the corresponding generators are real and non-positive. In general one
has to consider the modules of the eigenvalues.
These motivating observations lead us to the following problem. Given LX and a finite state space
W, find a Markov generator LY and a Markov kernel Λ from W to V such that (1) holds and the
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spectrum of LY is the low lying spectrum of LX . In fact this is only the first part of the program
described above, since furthermore we would like Λ to be the largest possible and also to couple the
processes X and Y . The latter question is very important for applications, since given X, it amounts
to knowing how to extract the important information Y from X. In [10] we proposed a way to do it
via the introduction of some random mappings in some particular situations where Y is subset-valued
(but then the state space of Y can end up being much larger than the state space of X).
Here we will only be concerned with a very special instance of this kind of issue, namely we will
consider some famous processes with the same low lying spectrum and we will try to find “nice”
intertwining relations between them. This is quite an academic point of view, but it will provide some
preliminary insights on what it is possible to do and what is not, especially when the state space V is
infinite.
The first example we consider is the Ehrenfest family. For N P Z`, define on J0, NK the Markov
generator LN via
@ x ­“ x1 P J0, NK, LN px, x1q B 1
2
$&%
N ´ x , if x1 “ x` 1
x , if x1 “ x´ 1
0 , otherwise
(3)
(the values on the diagonal are such that the row sums all vanish). It is well-known that the spectrum
of ´LN is J0, NK.
The second example is the Yule family. For N P Z`, consider on J0, NK the pure-death generator
DN defined by
@ x ‰ x1 P J0, NK, DN px, x1q B " x , if x1 “ x´ 10 , otherwise (4)
Since DN is a lower triangular matrix, its eigenvalues are given by the diagonal, namely J0, NK is
the spectrum of ´DN . Note that the generators of this family are not irreducible, as the associated
processes are non-increasing.
There is a reverse family of Yule generators p rDN qNPZ` given by
@ N P Z`, @ x ‰ x1 P J´N, 0K, rDN px, x1q B " ´x` 1 , if x1 “ x´ 10 , otherwise (5)
The spectrum of ´ rDN is also J0, NK. We have already encountered these generators: up to a
shift of the state space and a rescaling of time (after changing from discrete to continuous time), they
correspond to the evolution of the last card in the top-to-random shuffle.
The family pDN qNPZ` admits an infinite version D8: it is the pure-death generator on Z` whose
infinite matrix pD8py, y1qqy,y1PZ` is imposed by its off-diagonal entries via:
@ y ‰ y1 P Z`, D8py, y1q B
"
y , if y1 “ y ´ 1
0 , otherwise
From a functional point of view, we see D8 as an operator on CZ` , via
@ f P CZ` , @ y P Z`, D8rf spyq “ ypfpy ´ 1q ´ fpyqq
As it can be expected, the spectrum of ´D8 turns out to be Z`.
The reverse family p rDN qNPZ` equally admits an infinite version rD8, on the state space Z´ B ´Z`:
@ y ‰ y1 P Z´, rD8py, y1q B " 1´ y , if y1 “ y ´ 10 , otherwise
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We will mainly work with the Yule family pDN qNPZ`\t8u, since Assertion (f) below reduces the interest
of the reverse Yule family (nevertheless, see the considerations at the beginning of Subsection 3.3 and
Conjecture 2 at the end of this introduction).
Our last Markov operator is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator L acting on P, the space of
polynomial functions on R, via
@ f P P, @ x P R, Lrf spxq B f2pxq ´ xf 1pxq (6)
This operator is non-positive and symmetric in L2pγq, where γ is the standard normal distribution.
Thus its Freidrichs extension provides a self-adjoint operator on L2pγq, that is still denoted by L. The
spectrum of ´L consists of the eigenvalues n P Z`, all of them of multiplicity 1.
The goal of this paper is to show the following assertions (under appropriate integrability assump-
tions for (b) and (d)):
(a) There are surjective intertwinings from LN to LM , for all M ě N P Z`.
(b) The only intertwining from LN to L is trivial, for all N P Z`.
(c) There are surjective intertwinings from DN to LM , for all M ě N P Z`.
(d) The only intertwining from LN to DM is trivial, for any N,M P Z`.
(e) There are surjective intertwinings from DN to L for all N ě 2, but not for N “ 1.
(f) The only intertwining from rDN to L is trivial for all N ě 1.
In these statements, an intertwining relation is said to be trivial (respectively surjective) if the cor-
responding Markov kernel Λ coincides with a probability distribution, i.e. if all its rows are the same
(resp. if Λ is surjective). In (a) and (c), we will provide some explicit and quite natural intertwinings.
Concerning (e), we will describe all the possible intertwinings for N “ 2 and N “ 3, but for N ě 4 the
argument will only be perturbative, so some room is left for improvements that could lead to a proof of
Conjecture 1 below. The non-existence of (b) does not come from the fact we are trying to intertwine
jump processes with diffusions, since in [12] we intertwined infinite birth and death processes with
Laguerre diffusions in non-trivial ways.
Theorem 3.4 in Biane [2], provides an intertwining relation from the Yule process to the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process with generator rL B p1{8qB2 ´ p1{2qB ‰ L (see also Remark 14 in Subsection 3.2
below). We are left wondering whether his group theoretical approach could be used to check the
following:
Conjecture 1 There exists a non-trivial intertwining from D8 to L.
˝
Despite (f), we equally believe in:
Conjecture 2 There exists a non-trivial intertwining from rD8 to L.
˝
In the next section we study the intertwining relations starting from an ergodic generator, namely
(a), (b) and (d). Section 3 deals with the remaining cases, where the intertwining relations starts from
an absorbed generator.
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2 Intertwinings from an ergodic generator
Here we deal with the points (a), (b) and (d) of the introduction, respectively in the following subsec-
tions.
2.1 From Ehrenfest to Ehrenfest
Fix some N P Z`. The invariant probability measure piN associated to the generator LN defined in
(3) is the binomial distribution given by
@ x P J0, NK, piN pxq B 2´NˆN
x
˙
(7)
This measure is furthermore reversible for LN , i.e. the operator LN is self-adjoint in L2ppiN q. It
follows that LN is diagonalizable. It is well-known that the set of eigenvalues of ´LN is J0, NK, all with
multiplicity 1. The eigenspace associated to the eigenvalue n P J0, NK is generated by the Krawtchouk
polynomial KN,n. These polynomials can be defined via their generating function:
@ x P J0, NK, @ z P C, GN pz, xq B ÿ
nPJ0,NKKN,npxq
zn
n!
“
´
1` z
2
¯x ´
1´ z
2
¯N´x
(8)
see for instance Griffiths [6].
Since the set of eigenvalues of LN is included into the set of eigenvalues of LN`1 and the probability
measure piN`1 charges all the points of J0, N ` 1K, from [11], we get that there exists a Markov kernel
ΛN from J0, NK to J0, N ` 1K such that
LNΛN “ ΛNLN`1 (9)
and such that the rank of ΛN , seen as a J0, NKˆ J0, N ` 1K-matrix, is N ` 1.
Let us exhibit a very simple one:
Lemma 3 Consider the Markov kernel ΛN from J0, NK to J0, N ` 1K given by
@ x P J0, NK, @ y P J0, N ` 1K, ΛN px, yq B " 1{2 , if y “ x` 1 or y “ x0 , otherwise
We have
@ n P J0, N ` 1K, ΛN rKN`1,ns “ KN,n (10)
with the convention that KN,N`1 “ 0 on J0, NK. In particular the intertwining relation (9) is satisfied.
Proof
We compute the generating function of the family pΛN rKN`1,nsqnPJ0,N`1K: for any z P C and x P
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J0, NK, ÿ
nPJ0,N`1K ΛrKN`1,nspxq
zn
n!
“ 1
2
ÿ
nPJ0,N`1KpKN`1,npxq `KN`1,npx` 1qq
zn
n!
“ 1
2
¨˝ ÿ
nPJ0,N`1KKN`1,npxq
zn
n!
`
ÿ
nPJ0,N`1KKN`1,npx` 1q
zn
n!
‚˛
“ 1
2
ˆ´
1` z
2
¯x ´
1´ z
2
¯N`1´x ` ´1` z
2
¯x`1 ´
1´ z
2
¯N´x˙
“ 1
2
´
1` z
2
¯x ´
1´ z
2
¯N´x ´
1´ z
2
` 1` z
2
¯
“
´
1` z
2
¯x ´
1´ z
2
¯N´x
where (8) was taken into account in the second equality. Using again (8), we deduce (10). To get the
sought intertwining relation, it is sufficient to check it on the pKN`1,nqnPJ0,N`1K, which is a base of
L2ppiN`1q. We have for any n P J0, N ` 1K,
LNΛN rKN`1,ns “ LN rKN,ns
“ ´nKN,n
“ ´nΛN rKN`1,ns
“ ΛNLN`1rKN`1,ns

The relation (9) can be extended to other pairs of Ehrenfest generators. Indeed, writing
@ M ď N P Z`, ΛM,N B ΛMΛM`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ΛN´1
we get that for any M ď N P Z`,
@ x P J0,MK,@ y P J0, NK, ΛM,N px, yq “ # 2M´N`N´My´x ˘ , if x ď y ď x`N ´M
0 , otherwise
(11)
By an immediate iteration of (10), we obtain the intertwining relation
@ M ď N P Z`, LMΛM,N “ ΛM,NLN (12)
2.2 From Ehrenfest to Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
Consider the family of Hermite polynomials phnqnPZ` , defined, similarly to (8), via their generating
function:
@ x P R, @ z P C,
ÿ
nPZ`
hnpxqz
n
n!
“ exppzx´ z2{2q (13)
For any n P Z`, the eigenspace associated to the eigenvalue ´n of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck generator
L defined in (6) is generated by hn.
Fix some N P Z`. We are wondering whether there exists a Markov kernel Λ from J0, NK to R
such that
LNΛ “ ΛL (14)
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This equality is understood as holding on P, so it is implicitly assumed that for any n P Z`, the
probability measure Λpn, ¨q has moments of all orders.
Since the Gaussian measure γ is invariant for L, (14) is satisfied with Λ “ γ, namely with the
trivial Markov kernel given by
@ n P Z`, Λpn, ¨q “ γ (15)
Indeed, with this Markov kernel, both sides of (14) vanish.
Our goal here is to show that under a strengthened integrability assumption, γ is the unique Markov
kernel such that (14) is satisfied.
Let M be the set of probability measures on R integrating the mapping R Q x ÞÑ exppx2{4q and
denote by KN the set of Markov kernels Λ from J0, NK to R such that Λpn, ¨q PM for all n P J0, NK.
We have:
Proposition 4 The only Markov kernel Λ P KN such that (14) is satisfied is the trivial kernel defined
in (15).
Proof
For any n P Z`, consider ψn B Λrhns. Due to (14), we have
LN rψns “ LNΛrhns
“ ΛLrhns
“ ´nΛrhns
“ ´nψn
It follows that ψn is an eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue ´n of LN . According to Subsection 2.1,
ψn is proportional to the Krawtchouk polynomial KN,n, with the convention that KN,n “ 0 on J0, NK
for n ą N . Let an P R be such that ψn “ anKN,n, in particular an “ 0 for n ą N .
With the help of (13) and Lemma 5 below, which justifies the application of Fubini’s lemma, we
compute that for any z P C and y P J0, NK,ż
R
Λpy, dxq exppzx´ z2{2q “
ÿ
nPZ`
Λrhnspyqz
n
n!
(16)
“
ÿ
nPZ`
an
zn
n!
KN,npyq
“
ÿ
nPJ0,NK an
zn
n!
KN,npyq (17)
Conversely, observe that if Λ is a Markov kernel from Z` to R satisfying (17) for all z P C and
y P J0, NK, then (14) is true. Indeed, from (17) we deduce that ψn “ anKN,n for all n P Z`, namely
Λ maps each eigenspace of L into the corresponding eigenspace of LN (with the convention that the
eigenspaces associated to the eigenvalues ´n with n ą N are reduced to t0u) and this is sufficient to
insure (14).
Taking into account (13) and the fact that phnqnPZ` is an orthogonal family in L2pγq, we get that
for any n P Z`, ż
hnpxq exppzx´ z2{2q γpdxq “ zn (18)
due to the fact that
@ n P Z`,
ż
h2npxq γpdxq “ n!
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It follows that for any y P J0, NK,
ż
R
¨˝ ÿ
nPJ0,NKKN,npyq
an
n!
hnpxq‚˛exppzxq γpdxq “
¨˝ ÿ
nPJ0,NKKN,npyq
an
n!
zn‚˛exppz2{2q
“
ż
R
Λpy, dxq exppzxq
We deduce that for all y P J0, NK, we have
Λpy, dxq “
ÿ
nPJ0,NKKN,npyq
an
n!
hnpxqγpdxq (19)
In particular, we must have for all y P J0, NK and a.e. x P R,ÿ
nPJ0,NKKN,npyq
an
n!
hnpxq ě 0
By continuity in x of the left-hand side, this should be true for all y P J0, NK and x P R.
Let n0 P J0, NK be the largest integer such that an0 ‰ 0. Assume that n0 ě 1. Since for any
n P Z`, the polynomial hn has degree n and its highest coefficient is 1, we have that as x goes to `8,ÿ
nPJ0,NKKN,npyq
an
n!
hnpxq „ KN,n0pyqan0n0!x
n0
Since the integral of KN,n0 with respect to piN is zero (the scalar product in L2ppiN q of KN,n0 and
KN,0 “ 1, the function always taking the value 1, vanishes), we can find y´, y` P J0, NK such that
KN,n0py´q ă 0 and KN,n0py`q ą 0. Thus we can find y0 P ty´, y`u such that KN,n0py0qan0n0! ă 0,
namely
lim
xÑ`8
ÿ
nPJ0,NKKN,npy0q
an
n!
hnpxq “ ´8
This is in contradiction with the non-negativity of the left-hand-side, so necessarily n0 “ 0. We deduce
that for all y P J0, NK, we have
Λpy, dxq “ KN,0pyqa0
0!
h0pxqγpdxq
“ a0γpdxq
We get that a0 “ 1 and finally Λ “ γ.

The above proof is not yet complete, since we did not validate the use of Fubini’s lemma in (16). This
is done in the next result, which will also justify the integrability assumption of Proposition 4.
Lemma 5 For any given y P Z`, the identity (16) is justified as soon as Λpy, ¨q PM.
Proof
It is a consequence of Cramer’s inequality, see for instance the book of Szegö [13], claiming that there
exists a constant c ą 0 such that
@ n P Z`, @ x P R, |hnpxq| ď c
?
n! exppx2{2q
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Indeed, this bound yields that for any given z P C,ż
R
Λpy, dxq
ÿ
nPZ`
ˇˇˇˇ
hnpxqz
n
n!
ˇˇˇˇ
ď c
ż
R
Λpy, dxq
ÿ
nPZ`
exppx2{4q|z|n?
n!
“ c
ż
R
Λpy, dxq exppx2{4q
ÿ
nPZ`
|z|n?
n!
ă `8

Remark 6 If one is not interested in Markov kernels, note that the signed kernels defined in (19)
always provide intertwining links between Ehrenfest and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck generators.
˝
Proposition 4 is an unpleasant fact for the program described in the introduction: consider any
irreducible Markov generator GN on J0, NK whose eigenvalues are ´J0, NK, where N P Z` is fixed.
Then there is no non-trivial intertwining from GN to L, namely it is not possible to have a good image
(in the sense of the introduction) on N ` 1 points of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Indeed, assume
on the contrary that we have such an non-trivial intertwining GNΛ “ ΛL. Since LN and GN have the
same spectrum and are irreducible, we deduce from [11] there exists a Markov kernel rΛ from J0, NK
into itself such that LN rΛ “ rΛGN and such that rΛ is an invertible matrix. We would then obtain the
non-trivial intertwining relation LN rΛΛ “ rΛΛL, a contradiction.
2.3 From Ehrenfest to Yule
In general the Markov kernel entering into an intertwining relation transports the invariant measure of
the first generator into the invariant measure of the second generator. So when the second generator
is absorbing with a unique absorbing point, the Markov kernel must be trivial and equal to the Dirac
mass on the absorbing point.
Let us illustrate this principle on intertwining relations between Ehrenfest and Yule processes. For
any given N,M P Z`, assume that Λ is a Markov kernel from J0, NK to J0,MK such that
LNΛ “ ΛDM (20)
Let piN , described in (7), be the invariant probability of LN , for instance seen as a row vector. Multi-
plying (20) on the left by piN , we get
piNΛDM “ piNLNΛ “ 0
Thus the probability piNΛ on J0,MK is an invariant probability for DM . Since the Markov processes
associated to DM all end up being absorbed at 0, necessarily piNΛ “ δ0. Taking into account that piN
charges all the points of J0, NK, we get that
@ x P J0, NK, Λpx, ¨q “ δ0
namely Λ is trivial.
The above arguments are immediately extended to the case whereM “ 8 and also to intertwining
relations of the form LΛ “ ΛDM , with M P Z` \ t8u. We conclude that a.e. in x P R, Λpx, ¨q “ δ0.
However for LΛ “ ΛDM to make sense a priori, we must assume that Λ transforms RJ0,MK into
functions that are at least continuous (or seen as elements of L2pγq, if we consider the Friedrich
extension), so that Λpx, ¨q “ δ0 holds for all x P R (or Λ “ δ0 in the L2pγq context).
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3 Intertwinings from an absorbed generator
In the last subsection we have seen there is usually no non-trivial intertwining relation from an ergodic
generator to an absorbed generator. It is not true in the reverse direction, as shown by the top-to-
random card shuffle example of Aldous and Diaconis [1], and more generally such intertwining relations
were exploited by Diaconis and Fill [3] to construct strong stationary times. Here we deal with the
points (c), (e) and (f) of the introduction, respectively in the following subsections.
3.1 From Yule to Ehrenfest
The intertwining relation from Yule to Ehrenfest is well-known, as well as the relations with the
discrete hypercube random walks, see Example 4.38 of Diaconis and Fill [3]. We give here a direct
proof in the spirit of this paper, via generating functions.
Fix some N P Z`. We have seen that the eigenvalues of the Yule generator DN defined in (4) are
the elements of ´J0, NK. Let us compute the corresponding eigenvectors:
Lemma 7 For all n P J0, NK, the eigenspace associated to the eigenvalue n of ´DN is generated by
the function ϕn given by
@ x P J0, NK, ϕnpxq B ˆx
n
˙
(21)
with the usual convention that
`
m
n
˘ “ 0 for any m ă n.
Proof
Fix n P J0, NK and let us check that for any x P J0, NK,
DN rϕnspxq “ ´nϕnpxq (22)
For x P J0, n´ 1K, both sides are zero, so the equality holds.
For x “ n, the left-hand side is equal to npϕnpn´ 1q ´ ϕnpnqq “ ´nϕnpnq, so the equality holds.
Assume that (22) is true for some x ě n and let us show it is also true with x replaced by x` 1,
as long as x` 1 ď N . We have
DN rϕnspx` 1q “ px` 1qpϕnpxq ´ ϕnpx` 1qq
“ px` 1q
ˆˆ
x
n
˙
´
ˆ
x` 1
n
˙˙
“ x` 1
n!
`
xpx´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ px´ n` 1q ´ px` 1qx ¨ ¨ ¨ px´ n` 2q˘
“ x` 1
n!
xpx´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ px´ n` 2q`x´ n` 1´ px` 1q˘
“ ´nx` 1
n!
xpx´ 1q ¨ ¨ ¨ px´ n` 2q
“ ´nϕnpx` 1q
which completes the proof.

We proceed by computing the generating function of the family p2´nn!ϕnqnPJ0,NK:
Lemma 8 We have
@ z P C, @ x P J0, NK, ÿ
nPJ0,NK 2
´nn!ϕnpxqz
n
n!
“
´
1` z
2
¯x
11
Proof
Indeed, we compute that ÿ
nPJ0,NK 2
´nn!ϕnpxqz
n
n!
“
ÿ
nPJ0,NKϕnpxqp2
´1zqn
“
ÿ
nPJ0,NK
ˆ
x
n
˙
p2´1zqn
“
´
1` z
2
¯x

Consider the Markov kernel pΛN from J0, NK to J0, NK defined by
@ x, y P J0, NK, pΛN px, yq B 2x´NˆN ´ x
y ´ x
˙
“ Λx,N px, yq
with the notation introduced in (11). In particular the support of Λpx, ¨q is Jx,NK.
Its introduction is motivated by:
Proposition 9 We have
@ n P J0, NK, pΛN rKN,ns “ 2´nn!ϕn
and in particular,
DN pΛN “ pΛNLN (23)
Proof
For the first equality, it is sufficient to check the equality of the generating functions associated to the
families ppΛN rKN,nsqnPJ0,NK and p2´nn!ϕnqnPJ0,NK, namely
@ z P C, @ x P J0, NK, ÿ
nPJ0,NK
pΛN rKN,nspxqzn
n!
“
´
1` z
2
¯x
With the notation of (8), this equality is equivalent to
@ z P C, @ x P J0, NK, pΛN rGN pz, ¨qspxq “ ´1` z
2
¯x
(24)
so let us compute the l.h.s.: for any z P C and x P J0, NK,
pΛN rGN pz, ¨qspxq “ 2x´N ÿ
yPJx,NK
ˆ
N ´ x
y ´ x
˙
GN pz, yq
“ 2x´N
ÿ
yPJx,NK
ˆ
N ´ x
y ´ x
˙´
1` z
2
¯y ´
1´ z
2
¯N´y
“ 2x´N
´
1` z
2
¯x ÿ
yPJx,NK
ˆ
N ´ x
y ´ x
˙´
1` z
2
¯y´x ´
1´ z
2
¯N´y
“ 2x´N
´
1` z
2
¯x ´
1` z
2
` 1´ z
2
¯N´x
“
´
1` z
2
¯x
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This enables us to conclude the validity of (24).
Concerning the intertwining equality announced in the lemma, it is sufficient to check it on the
basis pKN,nqnPJ0,NK of RJ0,NK. Indeed, for any n P J0, NK, we have
pΛNLN rKN,ns “ Λr´nKN,ns
“ ´nΛrKN,ns
“ ´n2´nn!ϕn
“ DN r2´nn!ϕns
“ DN pΛN rKN,ns

Note that the kernel pΛN is surjective. For integers M ď N , one deduces a surjective intertwining
relation
DM pΛM,N “ pΛM,NLN (25)
from (23) by restriction from J0, NK to J0,MK. Formally, consider IM,N is the natural imbedding fromJ0,MK into J0, NK, seen as a Markov kernel. Since DN is a lower triangular matrix, we have the simple
intertwining relation IM,NDN “ DMIM,N . Thus multiplying (23) on the left by IM,N , we obtain (25)
with the surjective kernel pΛM,N B IM,N pΛN .
Alternatively, we can start from DM pΛM “ pΛMLM that we multiply on the right by the Markov
kernel ΛM,N defined in (11). Taking into account (12), we end up with (25) with pΛM,N B pΛNΛM,N . It is
not difficult to see that the latter Markov kernel coincides with the former one, i.e. pΛMΛM,N “ IM,N pΛN .
Indeed, it is sufficient to check this identity when it is applied to the family of Krawtchouk polynomials
pKN,nqnPJ0,NK.
3.2 From Yule to Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
We start by considering the finite Yule generators and thus fix some N P Z`. Recall that the set KN
of Markov kernels was defined before Proposition 4. We are interested in
LN B tΛ P KN : DNΛ “ ΛLu
To any a B panqnPJ0,NK, we associate the mapping λa : J0, NKˆ R Ñ R and the signed kernel Λa
from J0, NK to R via
@ y P J0, NK, @ x P R, λapy, xq B ÿ
nPJ0,yK
an
n!
ˆ
y
n
˙
hnpxq (26)
@ y P J0, NK, Λapy, dxq B λapy, xq γpdxq (27)
Finally, consider AN the set of a B panqnPJ0,NK P RN`1 with a0 “ 1 such that
@ y P J0, NK, @ x P R, λapy, xq ě 0 (28)
The interest of these definitions is:
Proposition 10 We have
LN “ tΛa : a P ANu
13
As in Remark 6, the following proof shows that the signed kernels Λa always provide intertwining links
between the finite Yule and Ornstein-Uhlenbeck generators.
Proof
The arguments are similar to those of the proof of Proposition 4. Consider Λ P LN and for n P J0, NK
define ψn B Λrhns. The intertwining relation DNΛ “ ΛL implies that DN rψns “ ´nψn and according
to Lemma 7, ψn is proportional to ϕn. Denote an P R such that ψn “ anϕn. Note that when n “ 0,
we have ψ0 “ 1 “ ϕ0, so that a0 “ 1.
With the help of (13) and Lemma 5, we get that for any z P C and y P Z`,ż
R
Λpy, dxq exppzx´ z2{2q “
ÿ
nPZ`
Λrhnspyqz
n
n!
“
ÿ
nPZ`
an
zn
n!
ϕnpyq
“
ÿ
nPZ`
an
zn
n!
ˆ
y
n
˙
“
ÿ
nPJ0,yK an
zn
n!
ˆ
y
n
˙
(29)
Conversely, observe that if Λ is a Markov kernel from Z` to R satisfying (29) for all z P C and
y P Z`, then the intertwining relation DNΛ “ ΛL holds. Indeed, from (29) we deduce that ψn “ anϕn
for all n P J0, NK, namely Λ maps each eigenspace of L into the corresponding eigenspace of D (again
with the convention that the eigenspaces associated to the eigenvalues ´n with n ą N are reduced to
t0u) and this is sufficient to insure that DNΛ “ ΛL.
Taking into account (18), it appears that for any z P C and y P Z`,ż
R
Λpy, dxq exppzxq “
ż
R
Λapy, dxq exppzxq
with a B panqnPJ0,NK, namely Λ “ Λa. Since Λ is a non-negative kernel, we get that a P AN .
Conversely, when a P AN , it remains to check that the total mass of Λapy, ¨q is 1, for any y P J0, NK.
It comes from the fact that a0 “ 1 and that
@ n P J1, NK, ż hn dγ “ 0

Here are two observations about AN :
Lemma 11 Consider a B panqnPJ0,NK P AN . Then for any n P J0, NK, an “ 0 if n is odd and an ě 0
if n is even. Furthermore, for any M P J0, NK, we have panqnPJ0,MK P AM .
Proof
For y P J0, NK odd, λapy, xq cannot stay non-negative as x goes to ˘8 if the coefficient of higher order
ay is non-zero, so we must have ay “ 0. For y P J0, NK even, λapy, xq cannot stay non-negative if the
coefficient of higher order ay is negative, so we must have ay ě 0.
The second assertion is an immediate consequence of the fact that for a P RN`1, y P J0, NK and
x P R, the definition of the quantity λapy, xq does not depend on N .

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It follows from the second part of Lemma 11 that for any M ď N P Z`, an element of LN can be
seen as a element of LM by restriction, namely we have
Λ P LN ùñ IM,NΛ P LM (30)
where we recall that IM,N is the natural imbedding from J0,MK into J0, NK. To see that LM can
be strictly larger than IM,NLN , let us compute the first sets LN . It will appear that L2 is strictly
included into I2,3L3.
From Proposition 10 and Lemma 11, we get that L0 “ tγu (the only possible motion on a singleton
is to stay still, so an intertwining relation from a singleton state space is equivalent to the existence
of an invariant measure for the second Markov generator) and L1 “ tγu. The next two cases L2 and
L3 are no longer singletons:
Lemma 12 We have
L2 “
!
Λ P K2 : Λp0, ¨q “ Λp1, ¨q “ γ, Λp2, dxq “ p1` a2h2pxq{2qγpdxq, with a2 P r0, 2s
)
and
L3 “
!
Λ P K3 : Λp0, ¨q “ Λp1, ¨q “ γ, Λp2, dxq “ p1` a2h2pxq{2qγpdxq,
Λp3, dxq “ p1` 3a2h2pxq{2qγpdxq, with a2 P r0, 2{3s
)
Proof
From Proposition 10 and Lemma 11, L2 and L3 must have the above form, except that for L2 (re-
spectively L3) the condition on a2 ě 0 is that R Q x ÞÑ 1 ` a2h2pxq{2 (resp. R Q x ÞÑ 1 ` a2h2pxq{2
and R Q x ÞÑ 1` 3a2h2pxq{2) must stay non-negative.
Since h2pxq “ x2 ´ 1 for all x P R, these conditions end up being equivalent to a2 P r0, 2s for L2
and a2 P r0, 2{3s for L3.

More generally, consider N P Z` with N ě 2. Since each of the mappings h2n, for n P Z`,
is bounded below, we see that we can find pa2nqnPJ1,tN{2uK small enough so that the corresponding
Markov kernel belongs to LN . In particular, LN is not reduced to a singleton, as announced in (e) of
the introduction.
There is no difficulty in replacing the finite sets J0, NK, for N P Z`, by Z`. The only supplementary
information we need is the following result, extending Lemma 7:
Lemma 13 There exist l P C and f P CZ`zt0u such that D8rf s “ ´lf if and only if l P Z` and f is
proportional to ϕl P CZ` that was defined in (21) as
@ y P Z`, ϕlpyq B
ˆ
y
l
˙
Proof
Since f is not vanishing everywhere, there exists N P Z` such that fpNq ‰ 0. It follows that
IN rf s P CJ0,NKzt0u, where IN is the natural embedding of J0, NK into Z`. Since DNIN “ IND, we
deduce that
DN rIN rf ss “ ´lIN rf s
namely ´l is an eigenvalue of DN , thus l P J0, NK. Furthermore, according to Lemma 7, f is propor-
tional to ϕl on J0, NK, say f “ zϕl on J0, NK for some z P C. Using the relation D8rf s “ ´lf , we
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show by an iteration on n P Z` that f “ zϕl on J0, N`nK. It follows that f “ zϕl on Z`. Conversely,
there is no difficulty in checking that D8rϕls “ ´lϕl for l P Z`.

Next, similarly to the beginning of this subsection, we define K8 and L8 as convex sets of Markov
kernels from Z` to R. With the help of Lemma 13, the proof of Proposition 10 is still valid and shows
that
L8 “ tΛa : a P A8u
where Λa and A8 are defined as above, but with J0, NK replaced by Z` in (26), (27) and (28). The
problem is that it is not clear that A8 is not reduced to the singleton tpδ0,nqnPZ`u, which is equivalent
to say there is non-trivial intertwinings from D8 to L.
The compatibility property (30) leads to the following characterization of L8:
@ Λ P K8, Λ P L8 ðñ @ N P Z`, INΛ P LN
Remark 14 The latter property with N “ 1 and thus L1 “ tγu may seem to contradict the first part
of Theorem 3.4 in Biane [2], providing an intertwining from the Yule process to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process with a Markov kernel Λ P L8 satisfying
Λp1, dxq “ h21pxq γpdxq “ x2 γpdxq
As explained to us by Philippe Biane, there is no contradiction, because he is considering the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process generated by rL B p1{8qB2 ´ px{2qB and not by L. The spectrum of ´rL
is Z`{2 and his Markov kernel Λ kills all the eigenvalues of the form k{2 with k P N odd. As a
consequence, since the even Hermite polynomial are not reduced to zero by Λ, his relation can be seen
as a intertwining from the Yule process to the square of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
˝
We are left wondering if Conjecture 1 is true, i.e. whether L8 is reduced to a singleton.
Remark 15 Let pa2nqnPZ` be a sequence of non-negative numbers, with a0 “ 1. Assume there is
only a finite number of elements of this sequence that are non-zero. Then for the mapping
R Q x ÞÑ
ÿ
nPZ`
a2n
p2nq!
ˆ
y
n
˙
h2npxq
to remain non-negative for all y P Z`, we must have a2n “ 0 for all n P N. Indeed, suppose on the
contrary that there exists N P N with a2N ą 0 and consider N the largest such positive integer. There
exists some x0 P R with h2N px0q ă 0 (since
ş
h2N dγ “ 0). The quantity řnPZ` a2np2nq!`yn˘h2npx0q “ř
nPJ0,NK a2np2nq!`yn˘h2npx0q behaves like a2Np2Nq!` yN˘h2npx0q ă 0 for large y P Z`, because ` yN˘ „ yN{pN !q.
This is a contradiction justifying the above assertion.
Thus any sequence a P A8zt0u must have an infinite number of non-zero elements.
˝
Let us discuss the probabilistic implications of the previous considerations. Fix N P Z`. For
Λ P LN , consider PN pΛq the convex hull generated by tΛpy, ¨q : y P J0, NKu. Choose some µ0 P PN pΛq
and m0 a probability measure on J0, NK such that m0Λ “ µ0. Let X B pXtqtě0 be an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck diffusion with initial law µ0 and let Y B pYtqtě0 be a Yule jump process with generator
DN and starting from m0. From the general theory of Markov intertwinings developed by Diaconis
and Fill [3] (see [9] for an example of technical extension to a one-dimensional diffusion context), it is
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possible to construct a coupling of X and Y such that (2) is satisfied. As a consequence, the stopping
time
τ B inftt ě 0 : Yt “ 0u
is a strong stationary time for X, namely it is a finite randomized stopping time for X such that
τ and Xτ are independent and Xτ is distributed according to γ.
Note that the law of τ is a mixture of the distributions Ep1q ˙ Ep2q ˙ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˙ Epnq, for n P J0, NK,
where Epnq stands for the exponential law of parameter n and ˙ for the convolution. In particular the
law of τ is stochastically dominated by Ep1q˙ Ep2q˙ ¨ ¨ ¨˙ EpNq. Recall that the separation spµ, µ1q
between two probability distributions on a same measurable space is defined by
spµ, µ1q B ess sup
µ1
1´ dµ
dµ1
where dµ{dµ1 is the Radon-Nykodim density of µ with respect to µ1. The above observations (see
Diaconis and Fill [3] for the general argument) lead to the following quantitative estimates on the
convergence to equilibrium for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck diffusion in the total variation and separation
senses:
@ t ě 0, }LpXtq ´ γ}tv ď spLpXtq, γq
ď Prτ ą ts
ď Ep1q˙ Ep2q˙ ¨ ¨ ¨˙ EpNqppt,`8qq
under the condition that the initial law LpX0q belongs to
PN B
ď
ΛPLN
PN pΛq
Considering
P B
ď
nPZ`
PN
we get that when the initial distribution of X belongs to P, there exists a strong stationary time for
X. It was proven in [9] this is not true for all initial distributions, in particular for those with compact
support. Nevertheless, one can wonder if P would not be dense, e.g. in the total variation sense, in
the set of probability measures on R absolutely continuous with respect to γ. Other natural questions
are:
‚ is the set PN convex and in this case what are the extremal points?
‚ is the sequence pPN qNPZ` non-decreasing?
‚ what is the link between P and P8 B ŤΛPL8 P8pΛq?, where for Λ P L8, P8pΛq is the set of mΛ,
with m a probability measure on Z`.
3.3 On the reverse Yule family
Under the questions at the end of last subsection lies the interrogation: is it always possible to slightly
modify the initial condition of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck diffusion to insure the existence of a strong
stationary time? A reverse question is: are there strong times which bring the diffusion close to its
equilibrium? Recall that a strong time is a finite randomized stopping time τ for X such that τ and
Xτ are independent. The reverse Yule family seems more appropriate to construct strong times that
deal first with the low lying eigenvalues and next with the high lying eigenvalues: the corresponding
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jump processes begin by encountering the rate 1, then the rate 2, etc. It was the opposite with the Yule
processes of the previous sections. Thus in the spirit of the motivations described in the introduction,
reverse Yule processes should be preferable. Note this point of view can also be found in Fill [5] and
in [8], but in finite settings. Unfortunately, due to (f) of the introduction, this direction ends up being
not so relevant, except if Conjecture 2 was to be true.
Let us try to extend the analysis done for the Yule family to the reverse Yule family. Our first task
is to compute the eigenvectors of the reverse Yule family.
Lemma 16 Fix N P Z`. For all n P JNK B J1, NK, the eigenspace associated to the eigenvalue ´n ofrDN , defined in (5), is generated by the function rϕn given by
@ y P J0, NK, rϕnpyq B p´1qyˆn´ 1´y
˙
For n “ 0, it is sufficient to take rϕ0 “ 1.
Proof
For n “ 0, it is obvious that rDN r1s “ 0. For n P JNK, the relation rDN rrϕns “ ´nrϕn leads to an
iteration on the values of rϕn:
@ y P J´pN ´ 1q, 0K, rϕnpy ´ 1q “ 1´ n´ y
1´ y rϕnpyq
which gives the announced function, when we take rϕnp0q “ 1.

Remark that rϕnpyq “ 0 as soon as y ď ´n, in particular all rϕn, for n P JNK, vanish at ´N .
This comes from the fact that ´N is absorbing for rDN . Due to this property, the restriction of rD8
to J´N, 0K is different from rDN , but only at the entry p´N,´Nq. So the proof by restriction of
Lemma 13 cannot be applied directly, nevertheless we get a similar result (either by a direct proof or
by taking into account that rϕnp´Nq “ 0 for all n P JNK): the spectrum of ´ rD8 is Z`, 1 spans the
eigenspace associated to 0 and for n P N, the eigenspace associated to n is generated by the extension
to Z´ of the previous function rϕn, namely:
@ y P Z´, rϕnpyq B p´1qyˆn´ 1´y
˙
As in the beginning of Subsection 3.2, consider rKN the set of Markov kernels from J´N, 0K to R
such that for all y P J´N, 0K, Λpy, ¨q PM, andrLN B tΛ P rKN : rDNΛ “ ΛLu
Introduce for any a B panqnPJ0,NK, the mapping rλa : J´N, 0KˆRÑ R and the signed kernel rΛa fromJ´N, 0K to R via
@ y P J´N, 0K, @ x P R, rλapy, xq B ÿ
nPJ´y`1,NK
an
n!
rϕnpyqhnpxq (31)
@ y P J´N, 0K, rΛapy, dxq B rλapy, xq γpdxq (32)
Finally, write rAN for the set of a B panqnPJ0,NK P RN`1 with a0 “ 1 such that
@ y P J´N, 0K, @ x P R, rλapy, xq ě 0 (33)
The proof of Proposition 10 leads torLN “ trΛa : a P rANu
Thus Assertion (f) of the introduction is a consequence of:
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Lemma 17 We have
rAN “ tp1, 0, 0, ..., 0qu
Proof
Note that for fixed y P J´N, 0K, the polynomial x ÞÑ rλapy, xq has no component on h0 in the basis
phnqnPZ` . Thus by orthogonality in L2pγq, we have
ş rλapy, xq γpdxq “ 0. Since for a P rAN the
integrand must be non-negative, we deduce that rλapy, ¨q ” 0 and it follows that an “ 0 for n P JNK,
by considering y “ 0.

The case N “ 8 is not so clear, since now (31) is an infinite sum and we don’t know precisely in
which sense it should converge, probably in some weak sense so that (32) has still a meaning (maybe
with the rΛapy, ¨q no longer absolutely continuous with respect γ). The set rA8 should be the set of all
a B panqnPZ` P RZ` with a0 “ 1 such that rΛa is a non-negative kernel and we would end up with the
conclusion that rL8 “ trΛa : a P rA8u. The above arguments are no longer sufficient to deduce thatrL8 is a singleton. Nevertheless, if we assume that in (31), řně´y`1 ann! rϕnpyqhnpxq holds in L2pγq for
x (for any fixed y P Z´), then the above proof still implies that an “ 0 for n ě 1. Thus any nontrivial
intertwining between the reverse Yule and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes has to be quite singular.
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